A Samurai Sudoku puzzle contains 5 standard Sudoku puzzles (i.e. #s 18187A-E), with the 4 corner puzzles sharing a 3x3 block with the center puzzle (#18187C). Our 'Mega Samurai' puzzle contains two joined Samurai puzzles. Shaded regions indicate shared puzzle #s.

For each puzzle, use logic to place a number from 1-9 in an empty cell so that each row, column AND 3x3 block contains all the numbers from 1-9. Each puzzle has only one solution, and each puzzle can be independently solved.

More Sudoku Puzzles, Solutions, & Solution Tips @ suJoku.com

Difficulty Level: Sierpinski

November 2006 Guinness World Record Holder - www.suJoku.com - suDoku by Joe
2005 Guinness World Record Holder - www.Possibells.com - where 'All Things Are Possibell'